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Abstract. Plasma probe data from DMSP-F13, DMSP-F15 and DEMETER satellites were used to examine longitudinal structures in the topside equatorial ionosphere during fall equinox conditions of 2004 year. Since the launch of DEMETER satellite on 29 June 2004, all these satellites operate close together in the topside ionosphere. Here, data taken from Special Sensor-Ion, Electron and Scintillations (SSIES) instruments on board DMSP-F13, F15 and Instrument Analyzer de Plasma (IAP) on DEMETER, are used. Longitudinal variations in the major ions at two altitudes (∼730 km for DEMETER and ∼840 km for DMSP) are studied to further describe the recently observed “wavenumber-four” (WN4) structures in the equatorial topside ionosphere. Different ion species H⁺, He⁺ and O⁺ have a rather complex longitudinal behavior. It is shown that WN4 is almost a regular feature in O⁺ density distribution over all local times covered by these satellites. In the evening local time sector, H⁺ ions follow the O⁺ behavior within WN4 structures up to the premidnight hours. Near sunrise H⁺ and later in the daytime, He⁺ longitudinal variations are out of phase with respect to O⁺ ions and effectively reduce the effect of WN4 on total ion density distribution at altitudes 730–840 km. It is shown that both a WN4 E × B drift driver and local F-region winds must be considered to explain the observed ion composition variations.
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1 Introduction

Longitudinal variations in the equatorial ionospheric anomaly (EIA) have been intensively studied following recent observations of wavenumber-four structures in the nighttime OI135.6-nm emission along the geomagnetic equator by the Far Ultraviolet (FUV) and Global Ultraviolet Imager (GUVI) instruments on board the IMAGE and TIMED satellites (Sagawa et al., 2005; Henderson et al., 2005). Four longitudinal peaks in 135.6-nm brightness observed on both sides of the geomagnetic equator were found to be in near coincidence with four tidal maxima in atmospheric temperature at 115 km altitude predicted from the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM) (Immel et al., 2006). It is suggested that these observations result from upward propagating atmospheric tides reaching E-region heights, and modifying the dynamo electric field to produce four longitudinal peaks in the equatorial fountain effect (Immel et al., 2006; Hagan et al., 2007; Pedatella et al., 2008).

In support to this assumption, longitudinal variations in the noontime current density in the equatorial electrojet derived from CHAMP, Ørsted and SAC-C magnetometer data, show the same WN4 structures with apparent horizontal scale 10 000 km in the satellite frame of reference (England et al., 2006; Lühr et al., 2008). Total electron content (TEC) data from occultation experiments on board COSMIC/Formosat-3 satellite constellation offered an opportunity to estimate the vertical extent of WN4 longitudinal structures (Lin et al., 2007). It was found that the largest amplitude WN4 variations in the electron density appear between 12:00–16:00 LT, at the crests of the EIA. TEC data from JPL Global
Ionospheric Maps (Wan et al., 2008) and TOPEX satellite (Scherliess et al., 2008) have also been used to examine diurnal, seasonal and solar cycle effects on WN4 variations. Both data sets show that WN4 is a longitudinal feature in TEC with four, almost equally spaced peaks in electron density on both sides of the geomagnetic equator. It is seen throughout the daytime and can be recognized up to midnight. Diurnal variations in the peak longitudes show an average speed of 90° per day eastward drift, smaller in daytime and larger at night (Wan et al., 2008). Such an eastward motion of peaks is attributed to the combined effect of the eastward drifting DE3 tidal mode and diurnal variations of zonal ion drift, negative at daytime and positive at night (Fejer et al., 1991). The largest amplitude WN4 variations in TEC appear during equinox and summer months, the variations being relatively weaker or absent in winter months. No significant dependencies on solar cycle have been reported (Scherliess et al., 2008; Wan et al., 2008).

WN4 signatures in vertical ion drift velocity near the magnetic equator, first reported from in situ observations by DMSP-F15 (Hartman and Heelis, 2007) and ROCSAT-1 (Kil et al., 2007), appear to support the proposed physical mechanism for WN4 variations in F-peak ion density (Immel et al., 2006). During the daytime topside ionosphere WN4 peaks in vertical ion drift velocity appear collocated with longitudinal maximums in ion density (Kil et al., 2008). The longitudinal distribution of total ion density Ni and electron temperature Tₑ, taken near the geomagnetic equator show clear WN4 variations during equinox and summer months from DMSP-F13, F15 and DEMETER data taken near 840 km altitude (Ren et al., 2008).

At mid and low latitudes the topside F-region plasma has remarkable longitudinal variations in H⁺, He⁺ and O⁺ densities (West and Heelis, 1996; Su et al., 2005). The distribution of ionospheric plasma density and temperature along the magnetic field in the topside F-region strongly depends on both, field aligned motion and \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift of ions (Rishbeth, 2000; Heelis, 2004). In general, \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) motion creates latitudinally symmetric strictures with respect to the geomagnetic equator. Therefore, it could be expected that a tidal influence of vertical \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift on the topside F-region will cause symmetric effects on the different ionospheric plasma constituents on both sides of geomagnetic equator. However, in the case of imbalanced meridional components of neutral wind on both sides of magnetic equator, induced field aligned motion of ions will cause asymmetries in the plasma density and temperature distribution along the magnetic equator (MacPherson et al., 1998; Bailey et al., 2000). It was shown by (Bailey and Heelis, 1980), that F-region meridional winds of 100 m/s can cause 300 m/s interhemispheric velocities at the apex of field lines near 1000 km altitude. The effects of geographic zonal and meridional neutral wind components on plasma distributions along the magnetic field strongly depends on magnetic declination (West and Heelis, 1996; Bailey et al., 2000; Su et al., 2005; Kil et al., 2006). Thus, longitudinally dependent field-aligned plasma motions may be combined with the WN4 induced \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift motions in any set of observations.

In this work we examine the longitudinal and latitudinal variations of major ion species in the topside ionosphere using DMSP-F13, F15 and DEMETER data taken near 840 km and 730 km altitude. Previous studies have shown that WN4 tidal effects in neutral temperature and zonal wind at E-region heights have a maximum in autumnal equinox months (Oberheide and Forbes, 2008). Thus we confine our study to the fall equinox in 2004 and use the variations in the constituent ion densities to examine the contributions of \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drifts and neutral winds.

2 Experimental results

2.1 The data set

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, DMSP-F13 and DMSP-F15 satellites have been in operation since 1994 and 1999, respectively. Both satellites are launched onto near circular Sun synchronous orbit (SSO) with 98° inclination at ~840 km height with ascending node local times of ~17:45 LT (F13) and ~21:30 LT (F15). The payload includes a planar Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) which provides the ion density Ni, ion mass Mi, ion temperature Ti and ram ion drift velocity with a 4 s time step along the satellite orbit (http://cindispase.utdallas.edu/DMSP). The French micro-satellite DEMETER (Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) was launched on 29 June 2004 onto circular SSO with 98° inclination and 710–730 km initial height (Cussac et al., 2006). Local time of the ascending node is ~22:30 LT. On board thermal plasma diagnostics include IAP instrument, which provides essentially the same data as the SSIES with 4.32 s time step along the orbit (http://demeter.cnrs-orleans.fr/).

Here, RPA data output for H⁺, He⁺ and O⁺ densities from both SSIES and IAP instruments are used. It is important to note, that mass-spectrometric capabilities of the RPA sensor are significantly improved over earlier experiments on board satellites and rockets (Hanson et al., 1964; Knudsen, 1966; Hanson et al., 1970; Chandra, 1970). A detailed description of the RPA measuring technics relevant to it in situ satellite application on board DMSP and DEMETER is given in (Hanson and Heelis, 1975; Heelis and Hanson, 1998; Berthelier et al., 2006).

During the solar minimum conditions of 2004, both H⁺ and O⁺ ions become dominant at the orbital height of DMSP and DEMETER satellites at different local times. Generally, He⁺ is a small fraction of the total density at almost all longitudes at the DMSP orbital altitude. The RPA measures the total ion density in the range \( 10^3 \) to \( 10^9 \) cm⁻³ with a precision of 1%. At 730 km the H⁺ can exceed the H⁺ density. Whenever H⁺ and He⁺ densities reach a 5% of total Ni, they can be recognized and retrieved from the analysis procedures.
In this paper, we examine longitudinal variations in total Ni, H$^+$, He$^+$ and O$^+$ densities using data from RPA instruments on board DMSP-F13, F15 and DEMETER. The data used are selected to represent relatively low geomagnetic activity levels ($0 > Dst > -50$) and $F_{10.7} < 130$ within 60 days from 20 August to 20 October 2004. The average solar radio flux for the period is $F_{10.7}=98.4$. For the purpose of this study, ion composition data have been averaged in 36 bins of geographic longitude from 0° to 360° and 40 bins in geographic latitude from $-50^\circ$ to $50^\circ$. This data is then represented by a discrete fourier series containing the first 6 periods in longitude and by a 7-th order Chebyshev polynomial in latitude.

2.2 WN4 influence on the morning morphology of topside Ni, H$^+$, He$^+$ and O$^+$ ions

Figure 1 shows in three separate columns, geographic latitude vs. longitude iso-density maps of total Ni, H$^+$, He$^+$ and O$^+$ concentrations derived from DMSP-F13, F15 and DEMETER shown. On top of each column, the satellite, altitude and local time of the observations are identified. The orbit inclination produces a local time difference of about one hour between the northern (top) and southern (bottom) extents of each plot. On the upper right corner of each panel the plasma parameter is given. The color scale denotes the logarithm of the number density, while the black trace through the displays denotes the position of the geomagnetic equator. Note that the same color scale represents He$^+$ number densities that are smaller by a factor of 10.

The total ion density distribution near 840 km and 05:45 LT in Fig. 1a, shows weak longitudinal variations. A broad maximum across the magnetic equator and into northern latitudes in the region of positive magnetic declination from 120° to 260° geographic longitudes is the most conspicuous feature. A weak minimum across the equator and extending to southern latitudes is seen in the region of positive magnetic declination from 300° to 360° geographic longitude. The O$^+$ and H$^+$ density distributions in Fig. 1b and c are also most strongly influenced by magnetic declination but a weak WN4 behavior is also seen with local maxima in H$^+$ density at the equator collocated with local minima in the O$^+$ density.

At this local time, He$^+$ density remains near or less that 5% of the total density and no meaningful features can be recognized. Significant WN4 signatures appear later, after
Fig. 2. Morning WN4 density deviation maps from DMSP-F13, DMSP-F15 and DEMETER (left to the right) within ±50° geographic latitude vs. 0° ± 360° geographic longitude, are shown. From top to the bottom of each column, δNi, δO+ and δ(H++He++) variations are given. Thin black contours of 25 deviation levels correspond to the linear color bar given at the right side, within the range −7.5 × 10^3 to 7.5 × 10^3 cm⁻³.

sunrise at 09:30 LT in the F15 density plots shown in the central column (Fig. 1e–h). Three local maxima in the O+ density are displaced northward of the magnetic equator in the longitude range 0° to 270° where the magnetic declination is zero and positive. One local maximum is located southward of the magnetic equator in the longitude region 300° to 360° where the magnetic declination is negative. In most cases the displaced maxima are accompanied by local minima in the adjacent hemisphere. The H+ density is very low at this local time and altitude and no significant longitude structure can be seen at the magnetic equator. However, at lower density levels (Fig. 1h), He+ ions reveal some evidence for a WN4 longitudinal distribution, which peaks at the equator that appear to be anti-correlated with the peaks in O+ density.

One hour later in local time (Fig. 1l), at the lower altitude of the DEMETER satellite (∼730 km), the same WN4 longitudinal behavior in Ni and O+ can be recognized at higher density levels with the peaks closer to the magnetic equator. At this lower altitude the H+ density is much lower and longitude variations at the magnetic equator cannot be identified with confidence. At 730 km altitude, the He+ density maxima are situated slightly further from geomagnetic equator compared to their position at 840 km height consistent with the distribution along the magnetic field lines.

To recognize effectively WN4 structures in the ion density from DMSP and DEMETER data, we remove density variations with larger scales. First, the data are smoothed longitudinally using a running mean with length of nine data points (90 degrees in longitude). Absolute density deviations δN calculated as δN=(N-Nsmooth) are used here to the principal WN4 wave in data. The relative contribution of He+ to the WN4 wave amplitude, in most of the cases remains smaller that those of Ni, O+ and H+. Thus, δN values for light ion density collectively sum the contributions from H+ and He+. Figure 2 shows the morning wave-like variations, shown in the same geographical frame of reference already used on Fig. 1. Vertical columns for F13, F15 and DEMETER represent longitude vs. latitude behavior of the total density, the O+ density and the light ion density (H++He++). To the right a color scale shows the range of absolute density deviations.

Panel (a) of Fig. 2 (05:45 LT), shows that in the early morning hours a WN4 structure is extremely weak. However, toward daytime WN4 structures are quite well defined in the total density and O+ density (panels d and e) on Fig. 2 for 09:30 LT from F15 data and become more prominent at later local times and lower altitudes (panels g and h). Throughout the region of positive declination, peaks lie northward of geomagnetic equator and in the negative declination zone a southward shift is seen. The shifts are much smaller at the lower altitude of DEMETER. From bottom panels of Fig. 2, wave-like structures in the much lower density light ions are extremely weak in the morning hours.

2.3 WN4 influence on the evening morphology of topside Ni, H+, He+ and O+ ions

The evening distribution of Ni, n[O+], n[H+] and n[He+] is shown on Fig. 3 in the same format as Fig. 1. From left to right columns in Fig. 3, reveal significant WN4 structures
Evening ion density variations from RPA onboard DMSP-F13, DMSP-F15 and DEMETER (left to the right), presented in isodensity maps from $\pm 50^\circ$ geographic latitude vs. $0^\circ \div 360^\circ$ geographic longitude. From top to the bottom of each column, four panels of total ion density $N_i$, $n[O^+]$, $n[H^+]$ and $n[He^+]$ variations, are shown. The solid black line depicts the location of the geomagnetic equator. Thin black contours correspond to 50 density levels of logarithmic color bar given at the right side of figure.

Throughout all evening local times in $N_i$, $n[O^+]$ and $n[H^+]$. Local maxima and minima in $N_i$ are located at the magnetic equator, within $\pm 15^\circ$MLat and are out of phase with the same features seen in the latter morning hours in Fig. 1. WN4 wave peaks in $O^+$ are shifted slightly away from the geomagnetic equator, southward in longitudinal zones with largest positive declination ($170^\circ \div 260^\circ$) and northward in longitudinal zones with largest negative declinations ($330^\circ \div 350^\circ$). This coherent longitudinal behavior of the $O^+$ and $H^+$ ion densities can be observed up to 21:30 LT.

After sunset the $H^+$ density decreases rapidly and by 22:30 LT at 730 km altitude the density falls below the detection threshold. In both hemispheres, $H^+$ density shows an abrupt drop at auroral latitudes, which denotes the average plasmasphere boundary position at these altitudes. The $He^+$ density exceeds 10% of $H^+$ near sunset and slowly decreases towards midnight. These minor species, is most strongly influenced by field-aligned plasma transport and shows weakly defined peaks displaced from the magnetic equator in the opposite sense to that seen in the $O^+$ ions. Due to the downward vertical drift after sunset and the lack of diffusion from higher altitudes, $He^+$ forms a so-called equatorial helium trough at the geomagnetic equator.

On a larger global scale the latitude and longitude distributions of $N_i$ and $n[O^+]$, show an enhancement in the region with positive magnetic declinations between $160^\circ \div 270^\circ$ geographic longitude in the Southern Hemisphere and in the region with negative magnetic declinations between $280^\circ \div 330^\circ$ geographic longitude in the Northern Hemisphere. The enhancements are accompanied by density reductions in the conjugate hemisphere. These features appear as a result of upward/downward field-aligned motions of ions induced by the eastward F-region zonal wind and the magnetic declination (Su et al., 2005). This general longitudinal behavior persists into the pre-midnight hours in DEMETER data at 730 km altitude (Fig. 3). This larger scale motion of the plasma also causes the WN4 features between $\sim 290^\circ$ and $\sim 360^\circ$ longitude, to merge into an elongated zone of density maximum northward of the geomagnetic equator (panels e, f, i, j). Note, however that the longitude extent over which negative declination effects are produced ($290^\circ \div 360^\circ$) is comparable to or less than the peak separations identifying the WN4 variation. Thus our functional fitting process is not optimized to separate these effects in the longitude region. The density deviations characterizing WN4 structures throughout evening hours are shown as function of latitude and longitude on Fig. 4. Daytime $\delta N_i$ wave amplitudes shown in panel (a).
Fig. 4. Evening WN4 density deviation maps from DMSP-F13, DMSP-F15 and DEMETER (left to the right) within ±50° geographic latitude vs. 0° ÷ 360° geographic longitude, are shown. From top to the bottom of each column, $\delta\text{Ni}$, $\delta\text{O}^+$ and $\delta(\text{H}^+ + \text{He}^+)$ variations are given. Thin black contours of 25 deviation levels correspond to the linear color bar given at the right side, within the range $-15.10^{3}$ to $15.10^{3}$ cm$^{-3}$.

of Fig. 4, are comparable to $\delta\text{Ni}$ peak to peak amplitudes at 10:30 LT as seen from DEMETER at 730 km height (Fig. 2) but out of phase by 180 degrees as mentioned previously. H$^+$ becomes a significant fraction of the total density only near sunset and at that time the WN4 signature mimics that seen in the O$^+$. At 730 km the WN4 structures are larger in spatial extent representing their extension along geomagnetic field lines to lower altitudes.

3 Discussion

In this study we have described the important features of the ion density distribution in the topside ionosphere that can be summarized as follows:

1. A prominent WN4 signature can be seen in the O$^+$ density distribution at all local times except pre-sunrise.

2. DMSP-F13 pre-sunrise data show very weak WN4 structures in O$^+$ with a tendency for the H$^+$ distribution to behave in anti-phase with the O$^+$.

3. After sunrise, WN4 wave amplitudes in Ni and O$^+$ rapidly increase toward daytime and the relative contribution of light ions to WN4 decreases significantly in comparison to O$^+$.

4. The maximum WN4 signature in O$^+$ and H$^+$ appears in the pre-sunset hours (DMSP-F13) with in-phase behavior in all ion constituents.

5. The latitude position of WN4 peaks deviates significantly from the geomagnetic equator, toward mid latitudes, depending on the sign of the magnetic declination. The latitude offset is northward by day and southward at night for positive magnetic declinations (120° ÷ 280°) and southward by day and northward at night for negative magnetic declinations (330° ÷ 80°).

6. At lower altitudes (~730 km DEMETER observations), WN4 wave crests in Ni and O$^+$ density are greater in amplitude with smaller latitude shifts than at higher altitudes (~840 km DMSP), but they retain the same longitudinal behavior.

7. After sunset the absolute magnitude of WN4 signatures decreases rapidly

8. All WN4 signatures are embedded in a larger scale longitude distribution of the ions that is controlled by the magnetic declination and extends beyond the magnetic equator.

It is evident that both $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift perpendicular to the magnetic field and neutral wind induced transport parallel to the magnetic field play a role in the observed ion density distributions in the topside ionosphere. Strong evidence exists here and in previous experimental and theoretical works that WN4 signatures result from a longitudinal modulation in the $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ drift (Lühr et al., 2008; England et al., 2008; Jin et al., 2008). In the pre-noon hours the prominent WN4 peaks and troughs are 180 degrees out of phase with those seen just
prior to sunset. AT sunset the WN4 signature in the topside is a maximum and the phase of the peaks and troughs are subsequently retained throughout the night and though significantly weakened they are preserved into the pre-sunrise hours. This suggests that the WN4 variations are driven during the daytime but may be a fossil of the distribution created by the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift during the daytime. Thus, the driver is weak or absent in the nighttime. (England et al., 2008).

The WN4 features are displaced from the magnetic equator and embedded in a weaker larger scale longitude variation produced by F-region zonal winds. These winds have a finite component in the magnetic meridian plane in regions of non-zero declination and induce field-aligned transport in the topside by changing the F-peak height (Heelis and Hanson, 1980; Bailey et al., 2000; Su et al., 2005).

In Fig. 5, a simple sketch illustrates the relevant neutral winds in the F region and topside equatorial plasma dynamics that produces both the morning and evening WN4 behavior exhibited in our data. For simplicity, only the case of negative magnetic declination (\( D < 0 \)) is shown. In the same manner, a positive declination effect reverses the wind component in the magnetic meridian and the induced field-aligned motions across the magnetic equator. Red arrows depict \( V_\parallel \) values and direction while thick black arrows represent \( V_\perp (\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}) \) motion. The thinner black arrows denote the net plasma motion.

The WN4 signature is produced by longitudinal modulations in the daytime upward \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift. In the topside ionosphere this modulation appears as a change in the peak ion density seen at the magnetic equator. In the F-region the modulation appears most prominently in the ionization anomaly peaks that are displaced from the magnetic equator (Immel et al., 2006) but merge to a single peak at the magnetic equator in the topside. Since the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drifts raise and lower the ionospheric layer at the magnetic equator, in the topside ionosphere this modulation is seen as an in-phase increase and decrease in all the ion species. For daytime equinoxial conditions we neglect the effect of F-region meridional winds but the F-region zonal wind is directed to the west and will have a north to south component in the magnetic meridian in regions of positive declination and a south to north component in the magnetic meridian in regions of negative declination. A wind component toward the magnetic equator will raise the F-layer producing a higher density F peak at higher altitude, while at the conjugate location the F-layer will be depressed producing a lower density F-peak. This produces an asymmetry in the plasma distribution at a constant altitude in the topside ionosphere with the peak displaced to the upwind side of the magnetic equator. Thus in a region of negative declination we would expect to see the peak density in the topside displaced to the south in the daytime and to the north in the evening as is observed. This large scale F-region wind moves the entire F-region that is itself modulated by the WN4 \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift contribution. Thus the prominent WN4 peaks are displaced from the magnetic equator in addition to the broader maximum in the underlying ionosphere that is organized by magnetic declination due to the action of the zonal neutral wind. During the nighttime we have suggested that the WN4 driver is largely absent. In this case we expect that the previously established WN4 variations will decay throughout the night. First we note that a change in the phase of the WN4 variations between 10:30 LT and 18:00 LT must be actively driven, but they subsequently retain their phase relations and decay throughout the night and into the pre-sunrise hours. But during this time the neutral wind field is reversed and the background \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift is downward (Fejer et al., 1991; Wharton et al., 1984; Liu et al., 2006). A downward \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift acts to remove the ionization anomaly and drive the peak density toward the magnetic equator. Thus in the topside ionosphere we see the WN4 peaks that are closer to the magnetic equator but remain slightly displaced in accord with the zonal neutral wind that is now directed to the east. We also see comparing Fig. 1f and Fig. 3f that the large-scale variations in the background ionosphere organized by magnetic declination is also reversed due to the change in direction of the neutral wind. This is illustrated more directly in Fig. 6.

Here the top panels (a) and (d) represent the morning and evening \( \text{O}^+ \) distributions from previously seen in Fig. 1f and Fig. 3f. In the middle (b) and (e), the \( \text{O}^+ \) density is shown.
after the principal WN4 variation is removed from data. The bottom two panels (c) and (f) show the calculated F-region vertical motion at 350 km resulting from a uniform zonal wind of 100 m/s to the west in the morning to the east in the evening local times. The correspondence between O\(^+\) density enhancements and depletions with the wind induced upward and downward drifts provides a simple illustration of variable background upon which the WN4 variations are also modulated (Hartman and Heelis, 2007; Kil et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2008).

Because the background ion drift is downward during the nighttime, processes acting at earlier local times at higher altitudes will influence the observations at a fixed lower altitude. Indeed the observations show this to be the case. During the evening hours at middle latitudes the F-layer decays and the O\(^+\) density rapidly decreases being modulated in longitude by the zonal wind as noted earlier. The middle latitudes become dominated by H\(^+\) that diffuses downwards. He\(^+\) previously produced during the daytime remains suspended above the F-peak at middle latitudes producing a characteristic local maximum in the evening (Gonzalez, 1994). As the H\(^+\) diffuses downward it will become a larger contributor to the total density in regions where the O\(^+\) density is smaller. Through most of the night it remains a minor constituent but when it can be identified in the early morning hours (Fig. 1d), the peaks and troughs in H\(^+\) are in anticoincidence with the peaks and troughs in O\(^+\) as expected.

### 4 Conclusions

In the present work, it is shown that global scale variations in the topside plasma density have significant latitude and longitude structuring produced by a WN4 variation in the \(E \times B\) drift and due to large-scale F-region zonal winds. We suggest that the \(E \times B\) driver for the WN4 variations is most active in the daytime and may be absent during nighttime. However, the WN4 variations in ion density and composition once produced, are retained during the night while they decay. Longitude variations driven by F-region winds are present at all local times in the topside ionosphere and modulate the magnitude and location of the peak WN4 variations during the daytime and the nighttime. Here we have exposed the role of a large-scale uniform neutral wind, but the role of wind fields with longitude variations themselves requires further investigation. Further study of intra-annual climatology of...
WN4 density and drift variations in the topside ionosphere is required to reveal both zonal and meridional wind influences on density distributions that display WN4 variations.
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